
THE INPUT LOGIC DJ TUTORIAL

Welcome to Input Logic DJ.

This program provides a mixer with audio content, which opens any number of
turntables from its faders. The program syncs the mixer and turntables together and
enables devices as controllers, including multiple mice, which come free with the software.

Input Logic DJ is easy to get into, and also provides remarkable depth for the progressive
user.

The Tutorial that follows is divided into two areas:

1. TURBO-START – a recap of the initial setup documentation that comes with the
software. This chapter guides the user through the opening setup, pointing out initial
features and functions.

HOT SPOTS - a grouping of the primary ‘go-to’ features, gathered together into one
quick-read from various locations of the interface.

Additional information is available online from www.InputLogicMedia.com – products
email support is available from support@inputlogicmedia.com
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FIVE STEPS . . .
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INFINITE POSSIBILITIES
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MIXING WITH TWO HANDS

Select a ‘second hand’ for mixing from Fader Control on the record crate
Mixer taskbar. The left-hand mouse will be latched to the faders, and will move
from fader to fader with left and right clicks.

VST MIXER PLUGINS

VST plugins are available from the Plugins button on each Mixer fader. Input
Logic DJ provides interfaces for non-GUI plugins.

A guide to the most often-used features of Input Logic DJ

1) Move left mouse, select it as fader control device
2) Adjust sensitivity (’ticks’. suggested: 200)
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CROSSFADING AND SYNCING MULTIPLE TURNTABLES

Using the laptop pad example, select the pad as a Crossfader Control Device for
two or more Turntables. Select the buttons PLAY On/Off and SYNC for each
Turntable from the taskbar Controls drop-down, and select Reverse under the
crossfader of one Turntable...and you’re set.

2) A sensitivity setting pf ‘40’ creates a fast and accurate Crossfader

3) Select ‘Custom’ and a number of potential mouse button options appear. The laptop pad has 2 buttons
(left and right). Select PLAY for the left button, and SYNC for the right button.

4). TRANSPORT: If the selected audio files are loops, select the LOOP function. To Sync the Turntables
together, and with the mixer, press the right laptop button. To start or stop the Turntables, hit the left laptop
pad button. If you move something in a manner that causes Sync problems, SYNC-PLAY will re-sync the
Turntables.

1) The laptop pad should be
selected as the Crossfader Control
for each Turntable
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FADER DETAILS

1) CUTFILTERS

High, Mid and Low - Cut and Boost

2) CROSSFADER AREA

Located to the left of the Turntable,
Or directly beneath in Pods

3) SLOPES

4) CROSSFADER REVERSE

Used when a) linking the crossfaders of two Turntables to a single device, and b) crossfading
between the two audio files.

5) SPEED (TIME-STRETCH)

Changes the playback speed (tempo) of the audio file, without changing the pitch. A key beat-
matching tool.

6) VOLUME

Controls the overall volume output of each Turntable.

7) PITCH
Increase or decrease sample playback speed without pitch change using the Turntable SPEED
fader, and raise or lower the pitch with the Turntable PITCH knob. Change the pitch and speed of
all audio files with the Pitch control on the Mixer.

1.01 features the slopes below. An
additional DJ Slope will fade one

TT in, while not affecting the other.
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POD-SIZING MULTIPLE TURNTABLES

Create arrays of five, six and more Turntables by setting up, and then ‘minimizing’
each Turntable from the Window taskbar drop-down.

TURNTABLE PRESETS and AUTOMATION

Record all Turntable movements with the
RECORD function in the dj playa, and then
save the Turntable settings by right-clicking on
the PRESETS buttons in the Transport.
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MIDI

Use the cursor to access the MIDI keys under each Turntable. Select the ON
button in the dj playa, to allow MIDI control of the Turntable MIDI keys.

CUE
1.01 Select an audio card output for headphone (cue) use on the Mixer, and send

cue audio via the knob control on the right side of the Turntable to the selected
audio card output. Connect headphones to the selected output for audio
preview functionality. Free upgrades will soon include a 2-channel cue system
for laptops, or other convenient setup configurations.

record crate / MIXER
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TURNTABLES

Input Logic DJ – Turntable Pair, Plugins (below)
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